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Chapter 1999

She was so painful that she didn’t dare to feel any anger at all. Instead, she got up and
kneeled down again in fear, not knowing where she provokes the indistinct master.

“Who asked you to kill him on your own terms?” Lu Ruoxin was slightly angry.

Chi Meng was even more stunned for an instant, and hurriedly knelt down: “The servant
girl should die.”

“I want you to help him.” Lu Ruoxin said with a light smile.

“Miss, the servant is stupid, the mysterious person helped the immortal sea this time,
and let us suffer defeat at the top of the blue mountain for the first time. If Young Master
Xuan and you were blamed by the Patriarch for doing bad things because of the
appearance of this person, why would you still want Help him?” Chi Meng was
surprised.

Now that the top of the Blue Mountain has lost the third true god, for the top of the Blue
Mountain, the loss is not only a matter of face, but also the situation on the top of the
Blue Mountain is beginning to weaken.

And the mysterious person who was the culprit, the top of the Blue Mountains naturally
wanted to have cramps and bones.

What’s more, the purpose of Chi Meng’s transformation by Lu Ruoxin was also to deal
with George Han. If the mysterious man is likely to be George Han, shouldn’t he be
killed?

“What do you know? Put a long line to catch a big fish.” Lu Ruoxin smiled slightly.

Chi Meng puzzled: “Miss, you are now very sure that the mysterious person is George
Han, why…”

“I want to deal with him, it does not mean killing him.” Lu Ruoxin smiled lightly, although
from a certain angle Said that George Han repelled her, leaving her face blank.

But invisibly made Lu Ruoxin happier.

A smart woman like her would always follow her father’s will but invisibly strengthen her
own power, as if she was helping the Blue Mountain to deal with Fujia, but in fact she
gradually grasped George Han’s threat and lifeline.



In fact, he was helping Lu Ruoxuan deal with the mysterious person, but in fact he was
constantly testing the identity of the mysterious person. Everything she does, while
looking impeccable on the outside, is always closely related to her vital interests.

Sometimes, you are obviously sold by her, but you can’t help but count the money for
her.

Even if George Han broke the routine and suddenly appeared as a mysterious person in
the martial arts competition, this woman could quickly adjust her deployment.

For the top of the Blue Mountains, this failure was obviously annoying, but for Lu Ruoxin,
it was a very good opportunity.

Because the situation outside is more complicated, Blue Mountain Peak and her father
need her more, and she can still benefit for herself in this process.

On the outside, she will be out for the Blue Mountain Peak at that time, and she can also
make a name for herself and strengthen her influence.

The most important thing is that George Han, a shit-stirring stick, will still be her chess
piece.

Once the world changes, it’s already obvious who is the one with the biggest bargaining
chip.

Thinking of this, Lu Ruoxin showed a cold smile on her face.

Three days later… the

Totem War officially ended. Wang Chuanzhi was elected the third true god without any
suspense, and officially announced the establishment of the Medicine God Pavilion to
recruit the world’s magi to strengthen his wealth.

In the Palace of Qishan, many heroes and heroes have joined in in order to have high
positions and high development in the new power family.

For this reason, Eternal Seas also used congratulations and gifts, and actually used a lot
of money to help Wang Yanzhi’s forces to develop more.

For a time, the Yaoshen Pavilion was infinitely beautiful, and the Eight Directions World
was even more enthusiastic about the Yaoshen Pavilion’s affairs. News from all the
cities and all walks of life was full of news, and people from all sides praised the
Yaoshen Pavilion.

Naturally, although George Han’s identity as a mysterious person is dead, the
mysterious person is still widely spread across the rivers and lakes from his appearance
to the final descending of the gods.



There are mixed praises and criticisms. Naturally, the praise is the magical operation of
the mysterious man ruling the world, and the derogatory is that the mysterious man is
just a dog trained in the immortal sea. It is useless to become a human being. It was
removed with an excuse.

Most of the compliments were people from the rivers and lakes, and there were many
people who had seen him on the top of Qishan Mountain, while those who depreciated it
were obviously the rhythms deliberately brought by the people on the top of the Blue
Mountain and the immortal waters.

On this day, Lushui City was still full of voices. It ushered in the final grand occasion of
the competition. Many people who came down from the top of Qishan would pass by
here for temporary cultivation.

It’s just that it’s already a human being.

Many of the people who have passed through this time never come back, and most of
those who have returned have long been dressed up, and when they are dry, there is
glory, and when there is death, there is life.

In a ruined temple outside Lushui City.

Han Xiao was stewing chicken in a crock on the corner, but at this moment, a strange
and stunned honorary name entered his ears.

“Master.”

Looking back, above the door, five figures stood there. The headed man with a mask
holding a child took off the mask at this time and was smiling slightly.

Apart from George Han and his party, who else can it be? !

“Three thousand?” Han smiled for a moment, followed by joy, dropped the crock and
hurriedly got up and walked over.

When he came to George Han, he pulled George Han with joy, but as soon as his hand
touched George Han, Han Xiao’s face suddenly became pale, and then he staggered a
few times and sat down fiercely. on.

He defended the Buddha as if being frightened by something, his eyes were full of fear.

Chapter 2000

“Master, what’s wrong with you?” George Han hurriedly stepped forward to try to pull
him.



“Poison, highly toxic, highly toxic through the ages, three thousand, how can you have
this type of toxic in your body?” Han Xiao shouted in shock, but after a while, he still
beaten up his spirits and barely stood up, looking worriedly. With George Han. “Come
here quickly and let the teacher show you.”

“No need.” George Han smiled slightly: “Master, don’t worry, although this poison is
indeed very violent, but George Han will coexist with these poisons, they will not It hurts
me.”

Hearing this, Han Xiao was taken aback, and then he stepped to George Han’s face.
With a movement of energy in his hand, after a while, he retracted his energy, and his
entire arm was black.

“Wonderful things, strange things.” Han Xiao shook his head repeatedly: “I have never
seen such a strange poison in Han Xiao for thousands of years, but…but you can, and
you can live with this strange poison, this “…”

“I originally had very poisonous in my body, but Wang Wanzhi gave me the Heavenly
Poison Life and Death Talisman, and then these two poisons mutated into the current
poison.”

“Wang Wanzhi? Three thousand, you see Has it been Wang Su? He even poisoned
you?” Han Xiao was shocked when he heard the name Wang Suzhi.

George Han nodded and asked tentatively: “Master, Wang Yuzhi…”

“Since you have seen him, in theory, you should call him Master Uncle.” Han Xiao’s
expression was cold and he mentioned Wang. The whole person was relieved and
burned with anger: “However, George Han, he should be in the hall of Qishan Temple.
Why would you touch him?”

“In fact, when I worshipped you as a teacher, George Han didn’t want to Concealing
your identity from you, have you ever heard of an earth person holding a Pangu axe,
and have you ever heard of that mysterious person who is making a lot of noise on the
top of Qishan today?” George Han said with a serious face.

“Pangu Axe? Mysterious man?” Han Xiao frowned.

After a while, he smiled dumbly: “The old man has always been simple and simple, and
never asks about world affairs. However, before in the city, I did hear that someone got
a pangu axe. This morning, he went to the city to buy chickens. I also heard about the
mysterious people making a noise on the top of Qishan. I thought it was nothing to do
with me, and these things are far away from me, but how can I think of…”

“I thought, God has no eyes, and let those traitors fly to the sky. Now it seems that the
sky is worthy of me.” , Han Xiao glanced at the sky above his head meaningfully.



“That’s natural. Although Wang Shuzhi has a deity, he is only a demigod. You old boy
has accepted an apprentice who is also a demigod but also the king of poisons. God is
not worthy of you. , But it’s very nice to you.” Ginseng Baby showed her head from
George Han’s clothes and couldn’t help but utter a voice.

Seeing the ginseng baby, Han Xiao was stunned: “This is…”

“Well, my little master’s name is ginseng baby, George Han’s brother, Qin Shuang’s wife,
oh no, my husband!” Ginseng baby proudly said. .

As soon as the voice fell, Ginseng Baby received a punch in the head.

“This is my master, please be honest with me.” George Han said speechlessly.

The ginseng baby rubbed her head grievously and pouted depressedly.

“Master, don’t let him talk nonsense.” George Han quickly apologized in
embarrassment.

Han Xiao smiled and waved his hand: “This thing is transformed by spiritual energy,
three thousand. Don’t be too violent to him. You should cherish it.”

“Shosh surnamed Han, did you hear me? Your master asked you to be good. Cherish
Lao Tzu, damn it, you know to conquer Lao Tzu with violence, damn it!” Ginseng Baby
scolded.

George Han rolled his eyes speechlessly, but Han Xiao focused on the few people
behind him.

George Han hurriedly introduced: “Oh, yes, Master, this is Bai Xiaosheng of Jianghu,
this is the same senior sister of my former master, Qin Shuang, this is Amelia Su, the
wife of my apprentice, and this is my daughter Han Nian. , Nian’er, call Master Master.”

“Master!” Han Nian yelled sweetly.

“Amelia Su has seen Master.”

“Qin Shuang has seen seniors.”

“Jianghu Baixiaosheng has seen seniors.”

Han Xiao nodded happily, as a response to the three, then smiled slightly and took out a
jade pendant from his arms , Walked in front of Han Nian, and hung it gently on her neck:
“Master saw you for the first time and didn’t prepare anything for you. This jade pendant
should be a gift from Master.”

Han Nian shook his head. , Good tutoring made Han Nian never dare to accept others’
things.



“Nian’er is weak and lacks vitality. This is the jade pendant your master left me on that
day. You can recover quickly, take it.” Han Xiao looked at George Han.

George Han nodded, and Han Nian stretched his neck for Han Xiao to put it on, and
then obediently said, “Thank you, Master.”

Han Xiao smiled kindly and touched Han Nian’s head: “Nian’er good.”

Then, At the invitation of Han Xiao, the group of people entered the ruined temple. Han
Xiao took a few broken bowls, reluctantly poured some water, and put them in front of
everyone.

George Han didn’t mind, and drank it directly.

As soon as he drank the water, George Han frowned, because the water seemed
ordinary, but after the entrance, there was a sweet aftertaste.

Seeing George Han’s strange expression, Han Xiao smiled mysteriously…

“Then what should we do next?” Qin Shuang looked at George Han.

Chapter 2001

Just when George Han was about to ask questions, he suddenly felt a strange picture in
his mind.

In the picture, he saw a wide sea area, the water surface was green, the water was
foggy, and the visibility was very low.

The breeze blows, and the clouds are gradually being opened, and an isolated island
appears loomingly. On the island, the trees are red and the flowers are red, the birds are
singing and the butterflies are dancing, like a fairyland on earth.

“Master, this is…” George Han shook his head, and those images were instantly
replaced by reality.

This makes George Han very strange. Could it be an illusion after drinking this water?
However, George Han felt that what he saw just now did not seem to be an illusion, but
a real existence.

Han Xiao didn’t speak, but looked at the other people. After the others finished drinking
the water, Han Xiao smiled. George Han looked around, but the other people seemed to
have no reaction.

George Han picked up his bowl depressedly, looked over and over again, and
compared Amelia Su’s water next to him. The two were exactly the same, but after
George Han picked up Amelia Su’s water, the picture in his head Appeared again.



This surprised George Han as a whole, and it felt incredible.

What’s happening here? The same thing, they don’t feel it after drinking, only they will
appear strange pictures.

“No matter which cup you drink, this picture will appear in your mind.” Seeing George
Han’s curiousity, Han Xiao shook his head and laughed softly.

After speaking, he turned his gaze on the bronze ring in George Han’s hand: “This is
because of the ring in your hand. Actually speaking, it’s time to let you know its
meaning.”

“It’s called Xian. The Lingshen Ring is a token of my head, and whoever owns it is the
master of my fairy island. Presumably you also know this.” Han Xiao said.

George Han nodded and said, “I know this, so Wang Wanzhi was very excited when he
saw it, and he wished to kill me, and he always complained about the unfair
arrangements made by Master.”

Han Xiao shook his head and smiled bitterly: “With his current name as the world’s
medical saint, how can he put this little fairy island head in his eyes?”

George Han could understand this, but It also made George Han very confused, so why
is he so excited?

“What he cares about is the rare treasures in the Fairy Spirit Island, and the secrets of
those treasures are in the Fairy Spirit Divine Ring.”

After he finished speaking, with a light movement in his hand, a burst of energy hits
directly on the ring. , Suddenly, the ring automatically fell off from George Han’s hands,
and then turned into a key.

George Han was suddenly shocked: “Master, this is…”

“The fairy ring is also the key to the underground palace of the fairy island. It has always
been kept by the head of the sect and requires a specific spell to make the ring shape. It
is also necessary to have it before you can enter the underground palace of the fairy
island.” Han Xiao said.

George Han suddenly understood, no wonder Wang Slowzhi was so excited when he
saw this ring, it turned out that there is such a shocking secret under this ring.

“So that’s the case, but Master, what is there in the underground palace of the Fairy
Spirit Island? Will a person like Wang Yanzhi be completely crazy?!” George Han asked.

Han Xiao smiled: “Now that the ring is in your hand, if you have something, you should
explore it yourself.”



“But how do you get to Xianling Island? Although Xiaojianghu knows the world, I am
good to Xianlin. “Island has always only heard its name, not its shadow.” Bai Xiaosheng
said strangely.

Han Xiao smiled and pointed at George Han.

George Han was suddenly shocked: “Master, it’s not like I saw my picture just now, it is
the location of Xianling Island.”

“Xianling Island is in a misty state, and it changes position every year, so the position is
difficult. However, the fairy god ring and the underground palace live in harmony. The
one you just drank is the head tea. You can communicate with the fairy god ring
heart-to-heart with one tap, and you can naturally feel the underground. The location of
the palace.” Han Xiao smiled.

George Han’s eyes widened suddenly. In other words, he has mastered everything on
Xianling Island?

“Three thousand, this is great. With this kind of place, we can put the base of the
mysterious people alliance there in the future.” Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng immediately
clapped his hands excitedly.

Amelia Su and Qin Shuang also looked excited. Such an excellent place is simply
tailor-made for George Han, and it can protect the initial development of the alliance to
the maximum.

But at this moment, George Han took off the ring, then walked a few steps in front of
Han Xiao and handed the ring to Han Xiao: “Master, the disciple is just a beginner, how
can he accept such a gift from Master? .”

Seeing George Han’s actions, Bai Xiao was very angry.

Amelia Su was only taken aback for a moment, but she quickly understood that after all,
she knew exactly what George Han was.

“Three thousand, I didn’t tell you these secrets as a teacher at the beginning. It was
because you had just worshipped and started and didn’t want you to be involved in
disputes. But now Wang Shuzhi has taken action. If the teacher does not reflect, why
should he be you? Master? Even more faceless to face your master.” Han Xiaoyu lifted
up George Han earnestly.

“Besides, this ring is useless in my hand. Wang Shuzhi has a saying that is good. I am
indeed a mediocre. I am not worthy of inheriting the mantle of Xianling Island. Handing
Xianling Island into my hands is nothing but waste. That’s it. But you are different, three
thousand.” Han Xiao sighed.

“Three thousand, just accept it, this is also your master’s intention.” Jianghu
Baixiaosheng said anxiously.



At this time, Ginseng Baby murmured: “Bitch, don’t refuse, you have your own
arrangements, just let the flow go, anyway, sooner or later you will have to deal with the
dog thief. “

Besides, you have to go to that place.” After finishing speaking, the ginseng baby looked
at Qin Shuang, asking for praise: “Is it a wife?”

Qin Shuang didn’t even look at his cheap look. Looking at George Han worriedly, she
naturally hoped that George Han would not refuse.

George Han glanced at the ginseng baby depressedly, there is you everywhere.

“Three thousand, don’t refuse. In fact, this is what your master meant.” Han Xiao said.

Speaking of his wife, George Han was a little moved. Although he had never met,
George Han felt that his wife was a very kind person.

“Well, since both the master and the master mean this, it’s better to be respectful
tGeorge Han.” George Han nodded.

Han Xiao let out a sigh of relief and said with a smile: “Okay, it’s so good.”

“By the way, Master, I was in a hurry last time. I didn’t even see the master. Can I go to
see the master? “George Han asked suddenly.

Han Xiao’s smile instantly solidified on his face. After a long time, he suddenly looked
outside: “It’s not too early, and you should go back to the simple place in the temple.”

After that, George Han couldn’t help but look out. Others said that Han Xiao had already
taken the lead out of the hall and made a gesture of seeing off the guests.

This made George Han and the others extremely puzzled, and Han Xiao’s attitude
changed drastically. Why is this?

“Let George Han come in.”

But at this moment, a hoarse and unusually unpleasant voice came out in the inner
room.

Chapter 2002

“Ah! Ah! Ah!!”

George Han shouted loudly in pain, and the moment he touched his master, George
Han’s hands seemed to touch ten thousand pieces. The high voltage is normal, a huge
electric current hits George Han’s body from the fingertips, and spreads quickly to his
body.



And George Han’s body at this time also suddenly showed a huge golden light.

“No, no, no!” Almost at the same time, Han Xiao shouted hysterically and desperately,
his eyes were filled with shock and sadness.

Outside the hall, Amelia Su and other people rushed in when they heard the shouts
inside. Seeing the scene at this time, the group of people couldn’t help being shocked.

However, because of the different location, Amelia Su and others could not see the
situation inside the coffin and were not shocked.

It was just because of George Han’s current situation that he was shocked.

Ginseng Baby smiled slightly at this time: “It’s okay, it’s okay, he can’t die, let’s go out.”
After speaking, he pushed everyone and walked directly outside the hall.

Although Amelia Su was worried about George Han, Ginseng Baby said it was okay and
it was not good to stay here for a long time. After all, Han Xiao never let them into the
back room, so she had to retreat.

boom! ! !

Just as a few people had just withdrew, an invisible wave of air instantly spread from the
inner hall and attacked in all directions.

Outside the ancient house, the dust rose as soon as the air wave broke out.

Inside the ancient house, the vegetation was shaking, and then, peace was restored
instantly.

The light on George Han’s whole body also disappeared suddenly, and the exhausted
feet of George Han fell to the side of the coffin.

And Han Xiao hurriedly rushed to the coffin, knelt on his knees, and lost his voice in pain:
“Madam, Master.”

George Han steadied his mind. Looking at the hand that he extended just now, there
was a flash of it in an instant. Streaming light, looking at Han Xiao’s reaction, he
suddenly had an unknown premonition in his heart, and he suddenly got up and looked
into the coffin.

Although the light was too dark to see clearly, George Han could feel a chill in his heart.

Immediately afterwards, the whole person knelt heavily in front of the coffin, tears rolling
in his eyes: “Master…”

Han Xiao was already crying, and he could not extricate himself from the coffin for a long
time.



Master is dead!

She didn’t want George Han to touch her, but just found an excuse. The moment
George Han came into contact with her, she passed all of her life to George Han.

Like a candle, she gave George Han the last light of her life, and then she ran out of oil
and went to the end of her life.

And almost at the same time, the candle on the coffin suddenly went out without wind.

For a long time, the master and apprentice knelt in front of the coffin, sorrowful.

For George Han, he didn’t have many faces with his master, but in his impression, the
master was like a kind elder and treated him extremely well.

However, it is such a kind old man who has to suffer such a crime, and all this is to
blame on the damn Wang Hezhi.

I don’t know how long it took, Han Xiao stood up, and patted George Han on the
shoulder: “You go out.”

“Yes.” George Han nodded, looking back at the coffin in three steps, after all, it was hard
to give up.

As soon as he went out, George Han looked at the crowd and lowered his head
uncomfortably: “Master is gone.”

Upon hearing this, the two women and one man lowered their heads involuntarily.

“Although your master’s cultivation level is not high, she is a strange woman in the world.
This woman has an unforgettable ability. In addition, she is familiar with all kinds of
strange books on Xianling Island, bitch Han, she has given you a huge treasure. Ah.”
Ginseng Baby sneered.

“I would rather she live.” George Han glared at the ginseng baby angrily and walked out
of the house angrily.

Seeing George Han rushing out, Ginseng Baby coldly snorts disdainfully: “Huh, if you
get a bargain, you still sell well.”

Sitting quietly under the eaves, George Han fell into grief, and his wife passed away in
front of him in this way, which was really hard for him to accept.

He also knew that his wife loved him very much, but the more so, the more sad George
Han became.

Amelia Su walked out quietly, and then sat beside George Han silently, without saying a
word, she knew that all George Han needed at this time was her quiet company.



I don’t know how long it took, Han Xiao walked out, holding a palm-sized box in his hand,
and handed it to George Han.

Holding the box tightly in his arms, George Han couldn’t stop tearing around.

“Your sister-in-law has no bones, so…so it’s just a bit of meat ashes.” Han Xiao looked
at the sky with tears in his eyes.

“I know, I will take her back to Xianling Island.” George Han lowered his head and
nodded heavily, his voice choked.

“Let’s start earlier, it’s not too early.” Han Xiao said.

“Master, won’t you go with us?” George Han said.

“No, what face do I have to step into the fairy island?” Han Xiao smiled bitterly, got up
and patted George Han on the shoulder: “Master is tired, I want to wander around.”

George Han nodded. He got up to say goodbye, touched the urn in his arms, and
walked outside the gate.

Three days later, Tianlongcheng.

Fujia Mansion.

At this time, Fu Jia was already devastated, like purgatory on earth. In the courtyard,
several maids cried and shouted, and were pushed to the ground by several soldiers,
and suffered humiliation. On the ground in the courtyard, the bodies of their families
were helped everywhere!
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